A Faster and Easier Way to Purchase Reagent Bottles.

Pegasus Glass introduces a new online shopping feature for a
high demand product, dipping their toe into the fast-paced world of
internet vending.
Cambridge, Ontario, August 26 2011: Reagent bottles are nothing new, and can be purchased
through many establishments, but Pegasus Glass is making them a lot more accessible. Pegasus Glass
is North America’s #1 source of borosilicate specialty glass, and is making new moves as an online
presence to keep themselves at the top of their industry.
As with all Pegasus Glass products, their reagent bottles are made with borosilicate glass. This high
quality material makes these bottles excellent for use in extreme temperature conditions, both hot and
cold, as well as the containment of harsh acids, chemicals and/or solvents. The reagent bottles are
available online in two forms, with sizes ranging from 100mL to 20L. The reagent bottles, with a GL45
thread, are fastened with either a blue cap or a red cap. The blue cap indicates that these particular
bottles are resistant up to a temperature of 140°C and the red cap identifies that those bottles can
withstand a higher temperature of 200°C.
Not offered online, but sold through the company, are three other types of bottles, classified as
custom. Custom bottles include Bottles Without Printing, Bottles With Graduation Only, and Low Actinic
Bottles. Have your own design or sketch for a custom bottle? Send it to Pegasus Glass and they will do
all that they can to fabricate it for you.
Now, instead of having to call and place an order, you can complete the same transaction with a few
clicks of your mouse. Using an integrated shopping cart feature offered by Paypal™, Pegasus Glass has
streamlined the glass purchasing process. To find out more information about Pegasus Glass and their
products, visit their website at www.pegasus-glass.com. To purchase reagent bottles online go to
www.pegasus-glass.com/bottles.aspx. All other inquires can be directed to pegasus@pegasusglass.com or 519.620.7991.
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